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Zoom on the current Share-VDE entity model
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The Share-VDE future entities model

In the current Share-VDE entity model, an Instance is not really identified as an 
Entity, but as a description of an entity made by a particular Institution. The 
first proof of this is the instance URI: it is built using the Share-VDE + type of 
entity + source (the institution that created the original record) + the ID of the 
original record:                 http://share-
vde.org/sharevde/rdfBibframe/Instance/UALBERTA6947549

The Share-VDE Advisory Council with its subcommittees is discussing the
evolutionof theShare-VDEinstancefroma"descriptionof" toan"entity".
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The Share-VDE future entities model (option  1)
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Zoom on the SVDE future entities model (option 1)
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The Share-VDE future entities model (option  1)

Key concepts of this model:

In this scenario the Instance assumes a Share-VDE ID (URI), which does not reflect the 
"owner" (= the original ID of the library) but an "ideal" Instance representing the "real" 
instance of BIBFRAME. 

To link each of these instances to each library, we have (at least) two options (or perhaps 
both together):
● moving local data and information (library) to the Item level;
● including the Provenance to each triple to identify local description of the same 

Instance (in case the institutions were interested in preserving some specific attributes).
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The Instance as a Master Instance
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Instance as 
a Master Instance
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Instance (as a Master Instance) 
and the related Items
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Comparison between LC and Share-VDE conversion process
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Comparison between LC and Share-VDE conversion process
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Thank you!

tiziana.possemato@atcult.it
tiziana.possemato@casalin i.it
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